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ACCUMULATING MECHANISMS

Principles of Addition
Mechanical Principles - Type 402 Counter
Counter Start
Counter Stop
Add Wheel Detent
9-10 Contact and Cam
Counter Emitter
Counter Chart
Counter Operation
Carry Operation
Timing

PRINCIPLES OF SUBTRACTION
Subtraction - Type 405 Machine
Counter Operation - Subtraction
Sign Indication
Subtraction - Type 402 Machine
Counter Coupling
Read Out and Reset

COUNTER OPERATION SUMMARY
Adding
Carrying
Subtracting
Read Out and Reset

RATCHET TYPE COUNTER
Mechanical Principles - Type 407 Counter

UNIT TYPE COUNTER

VACUUM TUBE COUNTER
Number Systems

PRINTING MECHANISMS

Printing Systems
Serial Printing
Parallel Printing

TYPE 402 PRINTING MECHANISM
Numerical Type Bar
Type Bar Synchronism
Numerical Type Bar Ball Assembly
Hammer Unit Assembly
Variable Split Arm
Alphabetical Type Bar
Zone Bar and Setup Mechanism
Zone Control Drive Unit
Zone Unit Assembly
Zone Cam 1 - Figures 206 and 207
Zone Cam 2 - Figure 208
Zone Cam 3 - Figure 208
Zone Cam 4 - Figure 209
Sequence of Operation

Alphabetical Type Bar Ball Assembly
Hammer Unit

TYPE 407 PRINTING MECHANISM
Type Wheel
Print Magnet
Print Clutch Latch
Variable Speed
Type Wheel Selection
Analyzer (Mechanical Delay) Unit
Analyzer Cams and Pivots
Selector Clutch
Analyzer Operation for Printing a 1
Operation for Printing a 7
Print Cam Operations (Figure 230)
Operations for Printing a G
Print Clutch Latch Cam
Magnet Armature Knockoff Cam (Figure 231)
Trip Cam
Rebound Lever (Figure 233)
Selector Clutch Gear Detent (Figure 234)
Selector Clutch Latch Pressure Ball (Figure 235)
Type Wheel Contact (Figure 236)
Zero Print Control Contacts (Figure 237)

TYPE 421/421-9 PRINTING MECHANISMS
Alphabetical and numerical Type Bars
Arrangement of Characters in the Type Bars
Printing Mechanism
Variable Speed Unit
Horizontal Drive Shafts
Alphabetical Printing Plates
Alphabetical Printing Plates, Functional Principles
Printing of a Letter by an alphabetical Type Bar
Printing of a Zero by an alphabetical Type Bar
Printing of a Symbol by an alphabetical Type Bar
Numerical Printing Plate
Printing of a Figure by a numerical Type Bar
Printing of a Symbol by a numerical Type Bar
Printing of a Zero by a numerical Type Bar
Restoring Ball Assembly
Restoring Lever Locking Unit
Restoring Lever Dampers
Hammer Unit

TYPE 552 INTERPRETER PRINTING MECHANISM
552 Type Bar
Print Unit
Zoning and Selecting Principles
Print Magnet Unit
Printing Plungers and Pressure Bar

TYPE 557 PRINTING MECHANISM
Zone Unit (Figure 252)
Numerical Selection
Triggers and Trigger Knockoff Cam (Figure 264)
Digit Slide Cam
Digit Slide Ball
Digit Slide Spring Relief Ball
Rack Lifter Arms (Figure 254)
Print Aligner (Figure 254)
Zero Contacts (Figure 264)
IBM ACCOUNTING MACHINES can be classified to perform the following five functions: punching, arranging, accumulating, printing and calculating.

Each machine type is different in its construction, capacity and application; yet many basic units of the machines are common in their construction and in the operations which they perform. When the customer or prospective customer points out a need for a new machine to perform a new accounting operation, a design engineer is assigned to the project of developing such a machine. The engineer's knowledge of the basic units enables him to visualize quickly the overall design of the machine.

Because each unit is capable of performing some particular operation, such as moving the card, punching the card, reading the card, accumulating information or printing information, these may be studied as functional units by the student customer engineer.

The final machine design is a result of assembling the basic units which perform the mechanical work, connecting and controlling them by means of electrical circuits.

This manual is written with the objective of introducing the new customer engineer to the functional principles incorporated in the IBM machines and acquainting him with the terminology which is peculiar to the accounting machine industry.

By studying these mechanisms individually before being introduced to the completely assembled machine, the student is able to reduce his learning responsibilities to a series of small problems. Once the student has learned the need and the application he immediately can appreciate how the machine performs the required operations. He knows what units should be found in the machine and, in general, how they work.

Because of this advanced background, he is able to learn the circuitry of the machine more rapidly, and he has a greater appreciation of the need for care in making adjustments to the machine.

Through functional unit training, a better trained customer engineer is sent to the field with greater knowledge of his equipment.